


Walter is a postman and pretty good at making himself unpopular. He 

is only just pushing 60 when he is finally disciplined with a transfer to 

the department of undeliverable letters: to the Christ-child brach of 

the post office. Letters to Santa, to the Christ-child, pleading letters to 

God — they all land on Walter’s desk. Of course, no one could be less 

suited to answering them. 

One day, a letter to God reaches him. It comes from ten-year-old Ben. 

He wants neither a mobile phone nor a Playstation, but only to know 

how to call a plumber. Walter answers vaguely and receives a second 

letter in which Ben folds up dear God quite nicely: Why doesn't he help 

him?

Walter begins a correspondence with Ben - as God, of course. He 

learns more and more about the boy's life, who runs the household for 

his depressive mother. More than anything, Ben wants a friend. 

Meanwhile, Christmas is approaching and Walter is busy with his own 

family drama: His relationships with his children are complicated, he's 

been divorced for a long time, and there's that heavy guilt from his 

past that just won't let him rest. Maybe Walter can help Ben - and Ben 

Walter?
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Salzburg, March, 1913. Showman, layabout, and genial conman Otto Witte 

is admitted to an asylum for stubbornly insisting that he is the king of 

Albania. The young student doctor, Alois Schilchegger is captivated by 

Otto Witte because of his ability for telling tall tales. And one of these tells 

of how he became the king of Albania.

It all begins in October 1912 in Constantinople. The Ottoman Empire is 

threatening to collapse. Albania seizes its chance and declares itself 

independent after four hundred years’ occupation by the Ottomans and 

seeks out a king to preside over the small Balkan nation. Otto and his 

sidekick Max Hoffmann, a sword swallower, opt for a risky move: Albania 

needs a king, you say? Well, it’s getting one! More precisely, Otto, who is a 

dead ringer for one of the potential candidates for the throne: Prince 

Halim Eddine, the nephew of the last Sultan. In February 1913, something 

incredible happens: two telegrams arrive announcing that the prince has 

arrived in Albania. Otto and Max disguise themselves as the prince and his 

secretary, wearing costumes they hired in Vienna. No one bats an eyelid. 

They spend five days in Albania and everything’s hunky-dory. Otto holds 

parades, is proclaimed king, cheered by the people of Albania, sets up a 

harem and moves against Serbia and Montenegro. Yet their clever hoax 

does not go unnoticed and they are eventually found out. King Otto I of 

Albania is trapped, surrounded by subjects who only want one thing: his 

head.
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Sex is everywhere and sex sells. In our western society, we see ourselves 

as enlightened and free, open and receptive. But is that really true? And 

for everyone? 

Few areas of discourse are still permeated by such taboos and myths, such 

pressure to adhere to certain norms, as female* sexuality. Yet, for women 

trying to escape the objectification of the male gaze, the boundaries of 

what can be exhibited and what can be said are still narrowly set.  This is 

especially true for women who are no longer young and for mothers: As 

sexual beings, they still hardly appear in the public perception. For many 

the exploration of personal pleasure and desire, remains a little known, 

potentially dangerous terrain which, for many, is still accompanied by 

feelings of shame. The dearth of vocabulary to describe this important 

topic is an expression of a general speechlessness when it comes to the 

matter of female* desire.

Verena Güntner, Elisabeth R. Hager, and Julia Wolf combat this 

speechlessness with a literary book project: Coming. They have invited 

fifteen colleagues from different generations to discuss — under the cover 

of anonymity — expressions of female* desire. The result is a unique 

literary collective text which casts light on the elements of female* and 

queer sexuality that society suppresses.
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In these columns and short prose texts, Hanns-Josef Ortheil meditates 

chronologically on the current affairs of the last five years. The story is 

often sparked by an observation, a piece of news, or an encounter — and 

leads into the realm of the autobiographical, the philosophical, or the 

humorous. In his account of concentrated life events, Ortheil employs a 

whole arsenal of different forms of expression: reflections, memories, 

essayistic observations, fictitious encounters, and short stories from his 

childhood. These are at times profound, often jocular or eulogistic, at 

times curious, ironic, and frequently self-deprecating. His texts are always 

characterised by precise observation or striking metaphors and subtle 

references, and the interweaving of ideas.

Take, for instance, when he writes of the lethargy of zoo animals, which 

stands in stark contrast to the spry sociability of penguins. Or explains 

why Jan Vermeer’s paintings enjoy such popularity 400 years on from 

their creation — and what links them to the world of the Stoics. He 

comments on the linguistic motto of Cologne’s 2018 Karneval (Uns Sproch

es Heimat), as well as remembering his own Karneval costume in the 

1950s, which gave him an understanding of the concept of fashion (he 

was a Catholic priest). 

Yet his aperçus always lead to a point, broadening in scope beyond the 

personal or incidental to take in the universal. 
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In Tracks and Detours, Kurt Tallert confronts his family’s story of 

persecution under the Nazis. What makes his fate and his perspective 

on German history unique is the fact that Kurt Tallert is 37 today and 

yet, his father, Harry Tallert, was persecuted as a young man by the 

Nazis for being a ‘half-Jew’. Harry Tallert and his wife welcomed their 

son Kurt when Harry was already 58 years of age, and he died twelve 

years later.

Even as a schoolboy, Kurt Tallert had to learn: What is mere 

schoolbook history for much of his generation is very much alive for 

him, close enough to touch; it is his father’s story. A father who 

following his liberation,  stayed in Germany, became a journalist, and a 

member of the Bundestag,  and yet spent a lifetime trying to find his 

place. In Tracks and Detours, past meets present, what was passed 

down meets what was suppressed, experience encounters memory, 

and Kurt Tallert tells his father’s story — and his own — in an 

unmistakable tone. 

An unforgettable debut and a piece of contemporary literature in 

which the shards of a life are put together to form a mirror of society.
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Tilda’s days follow a strict schedule: the supermarket till, maths

homework, the swimming pool, cooking, looking after her 10-year-old 

sister Ida — and, on bad days, her mother too. The three of them live 

in the saddest house on Fröhlichstraße in a small town which Tilda 

loathes. After all, someone has to be there for Ida, someone has to earn

money, take responsibility. They have no father in their lives anymore

and their mother is a depressive alcoholic; she tries, but the situation

runs away from her more and more. Then Tilda is offered a PhD

position in Berlin, and her future flashes before her, promising 

freedom and possibility. But how can she leave Ida alone with their

mother? And when Viktor, Ivan’s older brother who Tilda used to be

friends with, appears, her life goes off the rails. Viktor has an 

unabashed grin and swims 22 lengths at the pool just like she does. 

Viktor is there for her when the situation at home spins out of control... 

22 Lengths is a raw, tender story about shitty conditions, the

devastation of family life, and finding happiness somewhere between

responsibility and freedom.
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Ida has nothing with her except her mother's old, scuffed hard-sided 

suitcase, a few favorite clothes and her laptop when she leaves home. 

It's probably goodbye forever to the small town where she has spent 

her entire life. Ida is really bad at goodbyes; she didn't even make it to 

her mother's funeral two months ago. At the train station, she chooses 

the train that goes the farthest away - and finally lands on Rügen. With 

no plan, just a big lump of anger, grief and guilt in her stomach, she 

wanders around the Baltic island. And finally meets Knut, the local pub 

owner, and his wife Marianne, who take Ida in without further ado. 

The three of them have breakfast every morning, Ida then spends the 

day with Marianne, they walk through the forest together or play 

cards, and in the evening Ida works with Knut in the Seal. 

And Ida meets Leif, who is similarly damaged as she is, but maybe they 

do each other good. Suddenly everything is a little lighter, warmer, 

more bearable in their lives. But then Ida learns that Marianne is 

seriously ill, and the pain breaks out again. 
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September 2021: the International Olympic Committee is sitting in

Shanghai to decide which city will be awarded the Summer Games ’32.

Shortly before the deciding vote, the Mozambican IOC functionary

Charles Murandi is found dead in his hotel room. It soon transpires he

has been poisoned. Footage from a security camera attests that

German journalist Thomas Gärtner was the last person to visit the

dead man’s room, taking unidentified documents with him as he left.

When grilled by Inspector Frank Luo, Gärtner admits that he knew

Murandi well, but he doesn’t seem keen to remember anything else.

The Chinese police happen upon further inconsistencies and the

German Consulate attempts to gain access to the arrested journalist,

and as the Chancellor learns of the murder on board her flight to

Shanghai and a second journalist scents a big story in the offing, no

one suspects where the key to solving the case might lie: several

decades before, when a Mozambican worker was cheated of his future

in the GDR, and a six-year-old girl lost her father.
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48-year-old Liv is a wife, mother of three and works successfully as a 

kitchen planner. She doesn't know that much about menopause. Mood 

swings and hot flashes, okay, sure, she's heard about them. But the fact 

that her first hot flash is accompanied by her first murder comes as a 

surprise. Especially for the guy who actually just wants to sell her 

pubescent son some drugs and provokes Liv so much that she cracks 

his skull. From then on, her well-ordered life is thrown into disarray. 

Unfortunately, it didn’t stop at just the one murder — regrettably, 

unfortunate circumstances lead to yet more unhappy situations . But it 

also led to Liv finally being properly informed about her bloody 

hormonal balance and finally stops her getting bogged down between 

family, job and household.

The Menopause Murders tells the story of a woman who's in over her 

head - so badly, in fact, that a few people unfortunately have to jump 

the fence. Exciting, funny and original - the world's first menopausal 

crime novel!
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The first case for Himmel and Holle

Schilksee beach is an idyllic place. Telse Himmel imagined she’d be 
spending her new life lying around in deck chairs, watching the ships 
in the nearby Olympic yachting harbour, and taking an occasional dip 
in the Baltic Sea. After leaving behind her old life in Hamburg and 
moving into the neat summer house belonging to her old friend, 
wealthy widow Wanda Holle, Telse is looking forward to a bit of 
peace. But the tranquillity is interrupted when the body of a local 
school teacher is found on Schilksee beach in the middle of a shoal of 
washed up lion’s mane jellyfish. 

Wanda Holle and Telse Himmel  decide to take the matter into their 
own hands and,they begin investigating the case off their own bat.

The second case for Himmel and Holle

When an ancient oak splits apart one stormy night in the grounds of 
the empty Holthusen manor house in Schilksee, something 
horrendous comes to light: it is the mummified corpse of Kalli 
Holthusen, missing for years. The earth seemed to swallow the six-
year-old up from one moment to the next. In the aftermath of this 
tragedy Kalli’s parents Anne’s and Clemens’ marriage collapsed.
The marriage of Kalli’s parents Anne and Clemens collapsed as a. 
Now the boy’s mother Anne cannot be informed  of this turn of 
events, because she has disappeared too.
Anne’s friends Telse Himmel and Wanda Holle are sure about one 
thing: there’s something fishy going on, so  the two take the 
investigation into their own hands.
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It’s May in Provence. Château Richelme is a large vineyard and quite 
possibly the best in the region. But even here, the vintners have long 
taken to using high tech — like the drones they use to film pests among 
the vines. One day, one of these tiny flying devices captures footage of the 
body of a woman, lying motionless in the garrigue. Capitaine Blanc and his 
colleagues are alerted by the vintners, but when they reach the vineyard, 
the woman has disappeared without a trace. Was she simply a hiker 
taking a quick rest before continuing on her way? Or was the woman the 
victim of a crime? No one has been reported missing and there are no 
viable clues. But people at Château Richelme spark Blanc’s suspicions: a 
famous vintner on his death bed; his wife, who wants to sell the castle to a 
dodgy broker; a son who’s been disinherited, but wants to cling on to the 
castle at all costs; two workers who fear for their jobs and have something 
to hide, and an old family friend, anothe vintner, himself gravely ill, who is 
in gruesome competition with the owner of Château Richelme to see who 
will survive the longest.

The investigations lead Blanc among vines and olive trees, into the 
garrigue, into quaint Provençale locationss like Aurons and Caillouteaux, 
into the famous Cité Radieuse of Le Corbusier, but also to the Hôpital
Nord, a huge hospital on a hill above Marseille. Blanc ultimately learns the 
identity of the missing woman — a puzzling, charismatic person who is 
clearly connected, somehow, to every person at the vineyard. The 
Capitaine gradually realises that there is somebody at Château Richelme
who will stop at nothing to achieve their goal, and the unknown woman is 
not their only victim… 
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From their first meeting, Clara and Elias know that they are meant for 

each other. This changes everything: Elias can no longer suppress the 

fact that he is stuck in a false life with his girlfriend. And Clara realises

that it is time to give up her self-imposed solitude. But there is the age 

difference and her unresolved feelings of guilt following her husband's 

death. Elias, on the other hand, doesn't really know how to stand by 

anything in life, because as an actor he knows how to rescue himself 

from reality into the play again and again. The wild happiness of the 

first days is followed by the first test, and the two doubt and fight with 

and for each other. Can one, no longer quite young and laden with life 

experience, find and live love once again, or even for the first time? 

The answer is: Yes!

Is it possible to find love again – or for the first time – when you’re no 

longer young, and weighed down with heavy baggage? 
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It’s looking like 16-year-old Friedrich isn’t going to get moved up at 
the end of the school year. His only chance is to resit his exams – which 
means no holiday with his family, no summer. As if that wasn’t bad 
enough, his mum tells him he has to go and study with his grandfather. 
Friedrich is dismayed: he’s always thought his grandfather rather 
formal and reserved. His only comfort is Nana, his grandmother. And 
Beate, the girl in the bottle-green swimsuit he met at the swimming 
pool a few days before the start of the holidays. Despite all his 
forebodings, over the next few weeks he comes to see his grandfather 
in a new light, hears the story of how his grandparents met, and falls in 
love himself for the first time. A perfect summer – if it wasn’t for his 
best friend Johann, who comes across as cool and confident, but 
underneath it all is actually a very complicated person.
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Sally and Liss: two women who couldn’t be more different from each 
other. Just about to take her A-levels, Sally only wants to be left in 
peace. She is furious with everything and everyone, and she hates it all: 
suggestions, offers, rules, regulations, adults. What she hates most are 
questions, particularly about her appearance.

Liss works the farm among fields and vineyards all on her own. At 
their very first meeting Sally realizes that Liss is different from other 
adults; no secret studying, no rush judgements, no suspicious 
questioning. 

Liss offers Sally a bed for the night. One night at the farm turns into 
several weeks. 
For Sally the elder woman remains a mystery for a while. What kind of 
woman is she, never talking about herself, living on her own in the 
house where you can still feel the presence of others? The two women 
connect, not so much through conversation as through observations 
and most of all through working together on the farm, in the fields, the 
woods and the vineyard. And, slowly, they also get to know each 
others’ injuries. 

Atmosphere, images and the description of the landscape with its 
people sharpen the eye for the essential.
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Sarah and her sister Milena are just children when a tragic accident 

leaves them orphaned. The two girls find a new home with their their

somewhat eccentric but caring Aunt Amalia. Sarah blossoms in her 

aunt’s shabby mansion with its wild, flourishing garden. Long grown-

up Sarah stays with her aunt to learn the craft of book and map 

hunting. She finds she gets on better with old books than with people: 

Sarah often takes things literally and is not adept at reading people’s 

emotions. But then Amalia dies suddenly and Sarah’s world falls apart. 

When shortly afterwards British librarian Benjamin Woltworth arrives 

at the door enquiring after an old Roman map that Amalia had hoped 

to find for him, Sarah fobs him off – but Benjamin sticks to his guns. He 

suggests they embark on the search for the missing map together. 

Sarah hesitates, but ultimately agrees and promptly heads off with Ben 

in his old, ramshackle car. And so begins a journey that takes them to 

France and to England, into a world of books and maps, into Amalia’s 

past – a journey that might just change everything.

A thrilling, book-loving adventure, a warm-hearted story about grief, 

family and love, and how a map from the distant past can show you to 

the way in the present.
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The book’s unnamed protagonist, who feels neither male nor female, is 
prompted by their grandmother’s slide into dementia to investigate 
their family history. The more their grandmother forgets, the more the 
narrator tries to remember: what was it in their childhood that 
prompted them to feel so alienated from their body? Does it have 
something to do with the family’s hushed-up history of incest? Why is 
their grandmother struggling to differentiate between herself and her 
sister who died young? And what happened to their youngest great 
aunt who disappeared when she was young? 

Tracking down answers to these questions proves difficult because the 
family has a habit of keeping quiet about such matters. At the heart of 
it all is the question of self-determination: how to exist when your own 
body is never a given, but is instead constantly having to be 
negotiated?

Singular in its style and form, Bloodbook deals with our intangible 
heritage, the things we carry without being asked: stories, genders, 
identities, trauma, languages, class affiliations. Kim de l’Horizon 
searches for other kinds of knowledge and traditions, other stories 
and ways of becoming: feminist, witchy, bought with blood, and those 
that leave a hole in their wake. De l’Horizon leaves the linear, 
monotonous form of family stories behind and opts for a fluid, 
streaming form of writing which softens instead of pinning down.
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Ferdinand-Meyer-Preis and the Max Frisch-Förderpreis.



: Finland (Otava), Italy (Mondadori), Spain (Planeta, Ediciones

del Bronce), Taiwan (New Sprouts)

Korea (Dulnyouk Publishing), eBesede (Slovene); Bizim

(Turkey)

Kalandraka (Spanish World)

(1966) works as a dramaturg at Deutsches Theater Berlin and is professor of scenic 

writing at the Berlin University of the Arts. He has published several novels and story collections 
including 'Vom Wasser' (1998), 'Houwelandt' (2004), 'Wassererzählungen' (2014), 'Das Klassenbuch' 
(2017), 'Der brennende See' (2020) , ‘ Die Wütenden und die Schuldigen’ (2021). His works have been 
awarded numerous prizes, including the aspekte Literature Prize and the Nicolas Born Prize



In a villa on the outskirts of Berlin, six people come together in an 

unusual flat share - for lack of money, for loneliness, in search of a 

quick solution. Gloria, who is almost sixty years old, cooks for

everyone - and she cooks excellently - only her grouchy husband

Herbert was against other people settling in their home from the start. 

First of all, chemistry professor Gregor with his daughter Alissa, who is

permanently in a bad mood. At least Alissa pulls herself together when

she goes to Herbert's antiquarian bookshop, which is on the ground

floor of the house. Then there's Jay, a student who resists living up to

his family's expectations and is eager to introduce Herbert to mail-

order internet sales.

Finally, Lou-Ann, called Lou, moves into the villa. In her mid-thirties, 

she should have arrived somewhere long ago, but instead everything

in her life is unplanned and unfinished. Perhaps that is why she is the

one who brings together all the figures circling around themselves. 

Something shifts. But then the fragile construct is put to the test ...



Self-confident Kerze is just still a child. She lives in a small village, 

surrounded by woods and fields, with merely 200 inhabitants. The 

older generation, to which her neighbour Hitschke belongs, builds the 

majority. Kerze defends her village against decline, she is firmly rooted 

here. One day Power, Hitschke’s dog, goes missing, and Kerze

promises to find him. A rousing, merciless search begins and ever 

more children are joining in. When finally all children disappear in the 

woods, the village community declares the state of emergency.

With remarkable eloquence, wit and tremendous empathy Verena 

Güntner tells the story of a radicalization and what it means when a 

community loses contact with their children. ‘Power’ leads us into the 

pain of those who are left behind, and shows with enormous force 

what it takes to persevere, to keep going and to find meaning in a 

world turned unstable. ‘Power’ is one of the most unusual books of the 

last years. A text that will grip and engage you.

, born in 

1978 in Ulm, after finishing 
drama school she spent several 
years on stage at different 
theatres. Her debut novel ‘Es
bringen’ (2014) was adapted 
for the stage and has won the 
German Audiobook Price 
(Deutscher Hörbuchpreis). 
Verena Güntner was awarded 
several prices, amongst others 
the Kelag-Price at the 
Bachmann-Competition and the 
Berlin Senat scholarship. She 
lives in Berlin.

:
ASA 2020 (Czech); 

Forlaget Silkefyret (Danish)



: Euromedia (Czech)

Berlin before the Golden Twenties, marked by turmoil and unrest. 

Knowledgeable, engaging and entertaining, Izquierdo tells of three friends 

struggling not to lose themselves or each other in the turmoil of the times –

an exciting historical novel for the heart and head. 

The grand finale of the Paths of Time trilogy: historical entertainment of the 
highest order — intelligent, empathic, compelling.

Three friends trying to survive in the chaotic Berlin of the early Weimar 
Republic — but things go awry. 



: Korea (Economic & Business Daily Publications);

, is a writer and screenwriter. He published the Sir Walter Scott Award-winning 

historical novel ‘King of Albania’ (2007) and numerous other novels, including the SPIEGEL bestseller 

‘Der Club der Traumtänzer’ (2014) and ‘Fräulein Hedy träumt vom Fliegen’ (2018). 

‘Schatten der Welt’ was published in 2020. ‘Revolution der Träume’ (2021) continues the story of the 

three friends Carl, Artur and Isi and ‘Labyrinth der Freiheit’ (2022) completes the trilogy. Andreas 

Izquierdo lives in Cologne.



: Seagull Books (English World)

, born in 1959, published the novels 'Lenas Liebe', 'Der Bibliothekar', 'Kaiserstraße', 

'Die Verdächtige', 'Wünsche', 'Dass man durch Belgien muss auf dem Weg zum Glück', 'Kein Sturm, 
nur Wetter', ‘Café der Unsichtbaren (2022) and the collection of stories ‘Die Autorenwitwe’. She has 
been awarded numerous literary prizes and including the Annette-von-Droste-Hülshoff-Preis (2012).



Frieda, a freelance graphic designer, lives alone. She’s wanted a 

harmonious relationship for a good while now, but so far it’s never 

worked out. Now she’s in her mid-forties, her panic is clamouring ever 

louder. Books, yoga, afternoon tea — all her attempts to appear 

relaxed and believe in the power of fate are no use. Her best friend, 

Yvonne, is more pragmatic about the situation. Divorced with two kids, 

she promptly signs up to ‘HeartMatch’ and fights her way 

determinedly through even the most dreadful of dates. Frieda 

resolutely refuses to cavort there as well. She prefers thinking about 

taking in the cat that shows up on her balcony one day. 

“You’re definitely too young for a cat,” is Yvonne’s response to her 

plan. 

But faced with difficulties at work, a fierce row with Yvonne, and an 

embarrassing misunderstanding between her and her best friend, 

Frieda is on the verge of complete despair. If it weren't for the cat, who 

shows her the way back to life.

, born in 1966, 

did a degree in literary studies 

and went on to work in 

publishing and the book trade. 

Since the publication of her 

bestseller Die Karawanen-

königin, she has worked as a 

freelance writer. She is well-

known as an author of 

historical novels and crime 

fiction. She lives with her 

husband in Nuremberg.



Virginia Woolf is forty years old and has her later literary success 

ahead of her when she meets the writer Vita Sackville-West at a dinner 

in December 1922. After two suicide attempts and a long history of 

both physical and psychological ailments, she is living in the 

countryside, supported financially by her husband Leonard. 

The adventurous, aristocratic, and graceful Vita Sackville-West seems 

to be her polar opposite. At just thirty years of age, she is mother to 

two children and enjoys a happy, open marriage with her bisexual 

husband and has already seen literary success. Risqué rumours 

circulate about Vita’s affairs with women.

“Beloved Orlando” tells a stirring story of love, friendship and sexual 

liberation. Above all, it is the book for everyone who wants to better 

understand the life and work of these exceptional writers and icons of 

queer feminism.

was born in 

Bochum in 1974, and since 

mid-2018 has lived in a small 

village in the Voreifel region. 

She has a degree in German and 

education studies, and writes 

novels, fictional biographies 

and non-fiction books. She also 

works as an editor. 



"Everyone seemed squeaky clean on the inside, only on the inside of us 
it looked like Hempel's under the sofa," kiosk owner Armin thinks to 
himself as he tries in vain to meditate successfully. And there is also 
disorder inside the other characters in these literary columns: Mrs. 
Wiese can no longer sleep, Mr. Pohl is permanently despondent, Lisa 
has her first lovesickness, Vadim's hands are trembling, Mrs. 
Schwerter urgently needs to relax, a sad patient has lost his flock and 
psychoanalyst Ulrich is messing with transience. 

Grief of all kinds plagues the people who manoeuvre through everyday 
life, sometimes better, sometimes worse. But sorrow also unites them, 
for example when problems are not solved on walks, but at least come 
out into the open and into the light. 

Clever, humorous and with a great sense of subtlety and absurdity, 
Mariana Leky portrays the situations of people who do not lack 
trustworthiness, but rather the courage to realise that, fortunately, one 
cannot permanently avoid life.  

studied cultural 

journalism at the University of 
Hildesheim after an 
apprenticeship in the book 
trade. She lives in Berlin and 
Cologne. DuMont published the 
short story collection 
'Liebesperlen' (2001), the 
novels 'Erste Hilfe' (2004), 'Die 
Herrenausstatterin' (2010) and 
'Bis der Arzt kommt. (2013). In 
2017, she published the Spiegel 
bestseller novel 'Was man von 
hier aus sehen kann' (What you 
can see from here), which has 
been translated into over 
twenty languages and is being 
filmed for the cinema.

Prostor

(Czech); Dardanos Gutenberg 

(Greek); Hyundae Munhak

(Korean);  Otwarte (Polish); 



Selma, an elderly resident of the Westerwald, can foresee death –
someone in the village always dies the day after the okapi appears in 
her dreams. However, the dreams never reveal who is going to die. As 
you can imagine, the span of time between dream and death exists as a 
state of emergency for everybody in the village – and in her novel, 
Mariana Leky describes the fear of the local residents, what they 
blindly risk, admit, destroy, or bring into order. Yet that is not 
everything, by far. 

‘What You Can See From Here’ is the portrait of a village and its 
residents. But above all it is a novel about love in the state of absence, 
as the various “objects of desire” have a strong tendency to withdraw 
(or at least, to not respond in a manner acceptable to the other 
individuals involved). 

, born in Cologne lives in 

Berlin. She published the short stories 
collections ‘Liebesperlen’ (2001), ‘Bis der 
Arzt kommt’ (2013), ‘Kummer aller Art’ 
(2022) as well as the novels ‘Erste Hilfe’ 
(2004),  ‘Die Herrenausstatterin’ (2010), 
and ‘Was man von hier aus sehen kann’ 
(2017).

: Azoth Books (Complex 
Chinese Characters); Hunan 
Literature & Art Publishing House 
(Simplified Chinese Characters); 
Prostor (Czech); OLGA (Danish); 
Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch); Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux (English World); 
Varrak (Estonian); JC Lattès
(French); Gutenberg (Greek); 
Kinneret, Zmora, Dvir (Hebrew); 
Tericum (Hungarian); Tousen
(Japanese); Keller Editore (Italian); 
Taurus Books (Korean); Janis Roze
(Latvian); Kitos Knygos (Lithuanian); 
Otwarte (Polish); Tusquets
(Portuguese Brazil); Text (Russian); 
Ikar (Slovak); Čarobna knjiga 
(Serbian); Vida (Slovene); Seix Barral
(Spanish World); Thorén & Lindskog
(Swedish); Siren (Turkish); Vivat 
(Ukrainian);



: Keller Editore (Italian)

: Uitgeverij Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch); Keller Editore (Italian)



The Słubice Jewish Cemetery is part of Frankfurt an der Oder, but lies 

within the borders of Poland. It is here where archaeologist Mi-Ra Kim 

embarks upon a survey and meets Polish cemetery keeper and ex-

Olympian Artur and Horatio Beeltz, a curious old man who not only 

knows everything about the area but astonishingly seems to know 

about Mi-Ra and Artur, two outsiders who are wrangling with their 

own pasts. Mi-Ra has only half-recovered from her traumatic 

childhood, and since the death of his young daughter, Artur has been 

living a mute existence in his near-silent marriage. Horatio Beeltz

reveals to them that he has discovered a tear in the fabric of time in the 

Słubice Cemetery, and suggests they try an experiment. He offers Mi-

Ra and Artur the opportunity to travel back into their own pasts to a 

certain point in their lives and try to make different, or right, choices. 

They must return to their old selves. Horatio uses magic mushrooms 

to place his ‘test subjects’ in a trance, and the time travel begins.

Mi-Ra and Artur must ultimately learn that it’s not always our obvious 

poor choices that plunge the world into chaos, and that changes in the 

past often simply lead to new trials and predicaments. In the end, we 

will discover how they heal their past traumas and, in doing so, shape 

the present, and whether they will be able to patch up the gap in time 

— and save the world.

, born in 

Mallersdorf, Bavaria, in 1974, 

studied German and English 

language and literature, was 

editorial director at MTV and 

VIVA Online and worked for the

label Mute Records. Berni 

Mayer lives with his family in 

Berlin. He is an author and 

journalist and works for

various podcasts. His novels

'Rosalie' (2016) and 'Ein 

gemachter Mann' (2019) and 

his work 'Anleitung zum 

Traurigsein‘ (2023) have been

published by DuMont.



Paris in the early twentieth century: ambitious art student Eileen Gray

is training to be an interior designer, adeptly interpreting the formal 

language of art deco with lacquered objects. The commissions books at 

her gallery, which enjoys city-wide renown, are already filling up with 

the names of famous fashion designers and art collectors. Against the 

backdrop of the emerging women’s movement, Eileen makes the most 

of the freedoms of the time, becoming one of the first women drivers 

and travelling to distant countries alone. An affair with capricious 

singer Damia leads her to the legendary salon on the Left Bank, into 

the company of Natalie Barney and Gertrude Stein. Eileen comes to 

know Jean Badovci, a Romanian fifteen years younger than herself, and 

her life takes an abrupt turn around 1925. Badovci, an architectural 

critic and publisher of a specialist journal recognises Eileen’s 

extraordinary talent, giving her an insight into the construction 

industry, and introduces her to Le Corbusier and members of the 

Dutch group of artists, De Stijl. Eileen falls for Jean and they become a 

couple despite their vastly differing characters. Eileen decides to 

design a building. After an intense search along the southern French 

coast, Eileen purchases a patch of land near Monaco. In 1926, Eileen, 

an autodidact, begins to realise her plans for a villa, not suspecting that 

building her first house will see her go down in architectural history.

was 

born in northern Germany and 
holds several arts and 
culture degrees with a focus on 
the 20th century. She travels 
to Provence regularly for 
work. The author has a 
penchant for the Roaring 
Twenties. 
‘Tage mit Gatsby’ is her first 
novel and was published by 
DuMont.

RAO Distributie (Romanian)

Preliminary Cover



Judith walks into the bathroom on Good Friday morning and discovers 

something she hadn’t expected: there’s a rat staring up at her from the 

toilet bowl. The next few days are no better, when her boyfriend tells 

her he’s leaving her out of the blue. Everything had been going 

swimmingly and then... not so much. Judith sits on the sofa as the 

father of her child picks up his bag, steps out of their flat and quietly 

shuts the door behind him. Suddenly, she’s a single parent.

The months that follow are not easy. The whole world seems to fall 

apart, more than once. But it hasn’t. She’s all out of sorts. No one 

usually has to see their ex the day after the break-up — unless they’re 

a parent, of course. The goal is to stop being a couple but continue 

parenting together. They need a new plan for the three of them, for 

their new patchwork family, and for Judith as a mother and a single 

woman.

In Picking Up the Pieces, Judith Poznan explains exactly how it works. 

She shares the sad and serious moments, but also the ridiculous and 

humorous following a turning point in her life. Earnest, warm, and 

funny.

was born in 

1986 in Berlin-

Lichtenberg. After training as a 

bookseller, she studied 

literature and journalism at the 

Free University of Berlin. She 

writes regularly for Eltern-

Magazin, Berliner Zeitung and 

Spiegel Online. With her 

Instagram account 

(@judith_poznan), she reaches 

thousands of followers every 

day. Her debut 'Prima Aussicht' 

was published by DuMont in 

2021. Judith Poznan lives with 

her family in Berlin.



was born into a German-Greek family in Hamburg in1969. He grew up in 

Frankfurt/Main and now lives in Berlin with his family, working as a writer and journalist. He has 
published three novels so far, ‘Auf dem Weg nach Messara’, for which he was awarded, amongst 
others, the Bremen Literature Prize; ‘Wir vier’ (DuMont 2010), which was nominated for the German 
Book Prize and awarded the Anna-Seghers-Prize; as well as the novels ‘Gesichter’ (2013) and ‘Das 
Gartenzimmer ‘(2020). In 2022 he published the autio-fictional text about his father’s death ‘Die 
Schuhe meines Vaters’.



Nincshof is a small village on the border between Austria and Hungary. 

Three men from the village call themselves ‘Oblivists’ and want to 

escape their hectic world. As far as they’re concerned, Nincshof should 

be forgotten, just as the legends say it was centuries before. Freedom 

for Nincshof, is their motto, and this goal is worth every effort to them:

street signs are dismantled, pages are ripped out of records, gun club 

or fire brigade club festivals with other villages are ignored. To their 

great annoyance, a hare-brained act by the hitherto blameless Erna 

Rohdiebl might attract attention. The old woman absolutely has to be 

involved, especially since they are convinced that Erna has freedom in 

her blood. So she is just the right person for the movement. Despite 

not being entirely convinced by the men’s plans, Erna enlists in their 

subversive campaign, hoping to realise her dreams of experiencing 

adventure one more time, something that pulls her out of her daily 

routine. Everything seems to be going according to plan oblivion is 

within reach - if it weren't for the newcomers from town who are far 

too interested in Nincshof!

was born in 

Vienna in 1988 and raised in a 

small Burgenland village close 

to the Hungarian border. She 

studied political science and 

journalism in Vienna, Aarhus, 

Santiago de Chile and Hamburg. 

Her short stories have been 

published in numerous 

anthologies. She received the 

2020 Austrian Ministry for 

Culture’s ‘Startstipendium’ and 

the 2021 Hamburg Department 

of Culture Future grant to work 

on her novel, Nincshof. A first 

draft of the novel was awarded 

the 2019 Burgenland Literature 

Prize. With her Debut she won 

The Harbour Front Literature 

Festival Debut Prize 2023

: Leykam

(Croatian);  Athenaeum 

(Hungarian)



Karosh Taha, one of the most powerful new voices in recent years, enters 

the stage of German-speaking contemporary literature. In an intoxicating, 

eloquent and sensual voice, but in turn unsparingly and directly, she tells of 

a life in limbo: lived between freedom and responsibility, memory and 

future, myth and reality. Description of a Crab Migration presents 

unforgettable characters for whom the reader longs for nothing less than 

their safe arrival at the end of a long journey.

: V & Q Books (English World)

was born in 1987 in the small town of Zaxo in Northern Iraq. She has lived in the 

German Ruhr region since 1997, studying English literature and history in Duisburg-Essen as well as 

in Kansas, US. Her debut novel ‘Beschreibung einer Krabbenwanderung’  was published by DuMont in 

2018. Karosh Taha has already received numerous scholarships and prizes for her work, including the 

German Literature Fund Scholarship, The Rolf Dieter Brinkmann Scholarship, the Hohenems

Literature Prize and the Alfred Döblin Medal.





February 2003: the world once again stands on the brink. It is the 
early days of the war on terror and the US is soon to invade Iraq. But 
German Foreign Intelligence agent Frank Jaromin just wants some 
peace and quiet. Newly returned from an operation in Bosnia, he 
wants to spend more time with his family – or what’s left of it. But he’s 
not allowed; he’s needed. A source in Baghdad claims the US is basing 
its declaration of war on false information and that there are no 
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. ‘Curveball’, the spy whose 
statement has been used to legitimize the war, is alleged to be lying. So 
Jaromin is sent to Baghdad to secure proof that might still prevent war. 
But numerous political actors are hoping he fails in his mission, and 
soon Frank Jaromin is fighting for his life.

Five-time German Crime Fiction Award winner Oliver Bottini presents 
his new spy thriller masterpiece – and it’s politically explosive and 
totally gripping.

Spotlighting Germany’s controversial secret service involvement in the 

Iraq War of 2003, this novel is based on the real-life case of spy and 

BND source ‘Curveball’ . 

, born 1965, 

received the German Crime 

Fiction Award (Deutscher 

Krimipreis) for his novels

‚Mord im Zeichen des Zen‘, ‚Im 

Sommer der Mörder‘, ‚Ein paar 

Tage Licht‘ and for ‚Der Tod in 

den stillen Winkeln des 

Lebens‘. He was also awarded 

the Stuttgarter Krimipreis

2015, Preis der Heinrich Böll

Stiftung Baden-Württemberg 

für den gesellschafts-

politischen Kriminalroman

2018. Oliver Bottini lives in 

Frankfurt.



Piranha (French)

Książkowe Klimaty (Polish), Lebada Neagra (Rumanian)

(1965), received the German Crime Fiction Award (Deutscher Krimipreis) for his

novels ‘Mord im Zeichen des Zen‘, ‘Im Sommer der Mörder‘, ‘Ein paar Tage Licht‘ and for ‘Der Tod in 
den stillen Winkeln des Lebens‘. He was also awarded the Stuttgarter Krimipreis 2015, Preis der 
Heinrich Böll Stiftung Baden-Württemberg für den gesellschafts- politischen Kriminalroman 2018. 



: Al Arabi (Arab); Fraktura (Croatian); People’s Press (Danish); 

Standaard Uitgeverij (Dutch); MacLehose Press (English World); Éditions de 
l’Aube (French); Alexandra - Pecsi Direkt (Hungarian); Beit Casa (Italian); 
Dolnoślaskie (Polish); Tritonic (Romanian)

People’s Press  (Danish); Standaard Uitgeverij (Dutch); 

MacLehose Press (English World); Éditions de l’Aube (French); Alexandra -
Pecsi Direkt (Hungarian)

: Fraktura (Croatian); People’s Press  (Danish); MacLehose 

Press (English World); Éditions de l’Aube (French); Alexandra - Pecsi Direkt
(Hungarian)



: People’s Press (Danish); MacLehose Press (English World)

MacLehose Press (English World)

MacLehose Press (English World)

was born in 1965. Five of his novels, including  ‘Mord im Zeichen des Zen’ and ‘ Im

Sommer der Mörder’ of  his Louise Bonì series have been awarded the Deutscher Krimipreis, 
Germany’s most prestigious award for crime writing. ‘Mord im Zeichen des Zen’ was shortlisted for 
the 2018 CWA International Dagger.





, born and raised in Vienna, first worked as a kindergarten teacher and in early childhood 

education before she started writing more than twenty years ago. In addition to stories for children 

and educational books, she has already published numerous historical novels and crime novels.



Late summer 1929, the last summer of the Roaring Twenties. 
No one recognises the signs of the world economic crisis. Luxury and 
frivolity, jazz and cocaine still determine the rhythm of life - also on the 
ocean liner Champollion, which sets sail from Marseille for the Orient: 
Port Said, the Suez Canal, Yemen, Oman ... The illustrious passengers 
include a scandalous nude dancer from Berlin and a mysterious 
Roman lawyer, an aristocratic English lady and an only seemingly 
naive American engineer, a thug from the underworld - and Theodor 
Jung, traumatised war veteran and photo reporter for the Berliner 
Illustrierten, Europe's biggest magazine. 
He is to do a report on the trip. His wife Dora accompanies him. She 
comes from the Rosterg family of Hamburg merchants, who are also 
travelling to Muscat to trade in the fabulous spices of Arabia. Theodor 
hopes that the adventurous passage will rekindle the passion in their 
marriage. But Dora's domineering parents and her violent brother 
despise him, and Bertold Lüttgen, the company's scheming manager, 
has his own eye on his boss's daughter. 
When Dora disappears without a trace after a few days on the 
Champollion, the voyage becomes a nightmare for Theodor - because 
not only the Rosterg family, but also the other passengers and crew 
members claim never to have seen Dora on board.

, born in 

1965, is a freelance journalist 
and author. His Provence series 
includes ten cases, most 
recently ‘Stille Sainte-Victoire’ 
(2023). DuMont also published 
his trilogy from post-war 
Hamburg: 'Der 
Trümmermörder' (2011), 'Der 
Schieber' (2012) and 'Der 
Fälscher' (2013). He also 
published the crime novels ‘Ein
letzter Sommer in Méjean' 
(2019) and 'Stille Nacht in der 
Provence' (2020). Cay 
Rademacher lives with his 
family near Salon-de-Provence 
in France.

Le Masque (French)



: Forlaget Mellemgaard (Danish); St. Martin’s Press (English 

World); Editions du Masque (French); Editura Lebăda Neagră (Romanian), 
Ed. Maeva (Spanish World)

: Forlaget Mellemgaard (Danish); St. Martin’s Press (English 

World); Editura Lebăda Neagră (Romanian), Ed. Maeva (Spanish World)

Forlaget Mellemgaard (Danish); St. Martin’s Press (English 

World)





(1965) published apart from his Provence crime series with Inspector Roger Blanc a 

historical Crime-Trilogy set in immediate post-war Hamburg, as well as several stand alones. His titles 

are are regularly listed on the  Bestseller list.





English (Arcadia Books);  French (Le Masque); Spanish  

(Ediciones Maeva)

English (Arcadia Books);  French (Le Masque);

English (Arcadia Books);  French (Le Masque)

(1965) published after his Hamburg-Trilogy, the crime series with Inspector Roger 

Blanc set in Provence, as well as several stand alones which are regularly listed on the Bestseller list.
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